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Based on : 

E.D., M.A.G.Garcia, Y.Mambrini, K.A.Olive, M.Peloso and S.Verner, 
Phys. Rev. D103 (2021), 123519  [arXiv:2104.03749 [hep-th]]

+ work in progress with Quentin Bonnefoy (DESY-TH) and 
Gabriele Casagrande (CPHT-Ecole Polytechnique) 



Outline
1) The swampland program 
- Spin 3/2, potential problems
2) Gravitino sound speed in supergravity
3)  Eqs. for the longitudinal gravitino, results
4) Causality and positivity bounds, a gravitino   
swampland conjecture
5) Conclusions 
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Einstein general relativity is a classical theory
Mass/energy spacetime geometry

Its quantization leads to
UV divergences which cannot be reabsorbed in a 
finite number of parameters non-renormalizable
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The coupling of gravitational interaction is

negligible quantum corrections at low energy.

At high-energies or in strong gravity
fields, theory of quantum gravity is necessary.  



1)  The swampland program 
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Are all consistent Quantum Field Theories obtainable from a 
Quantum Gravity Theory (ex. String Theory) ? 

Probably NO 
Swampland = the set of consistent QFT with no consistent 
coupling to Quantum  Gravity (Vafa,2005)

(from E. Palti, « The Swampland: Introduction and Review »,  [arXiv:1903.06239 
[hep-th]])
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Final goal swampland program ?

Supplement rules of effective QFT with additional constraints,
which would guide Beyond the Standard Model and cosmology
constructions. 
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Why Supergravity for early cosmology ? 

- Inflation with super-Planckian field variations needs
a UV completion String Theory

- Supersymmetry crucial ingredient in String Theory, supergravity
its low-energy effective  action

E. Dudas – CNRS and E. Polytechnique + CERN-TH 
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SUGRA = SUSY + Gravity

It contains :

- gravity multiplet:        Graviton            ,   gravitino  

- « matter » fields:       (complex) Scalars ,  Weyl Fermions                    
chiral superfields

gµ⌫  µ

 i�i
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+ gauge multiplets, etc

Rarita-Schwinger,
spin 3/2



• In supergravity, the gravitino         becomes massive by
absorbing the goldstino G                                             
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 µ
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m3/2 = e
K
2 |W |and its mass is

SuperpotentialKahler potential
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The consistency of  low-energy actions  for the spin 3/2  Rarita-
Schwinger field has a long history :

• 1941: Rarita-Schwinger action
• 1969: Velo-Zwanziger pointed out potential acausal 

propagation for a charged gravitino in an e.m. background
• 1977: Deser-Zumino proved that gravitino propagation in 

minimal supergravity is causal
• 2001: Deser-Waldron proved that gravitino propagation in 

gauged supergravities is causal
......

• 2021 – Gravitino swampland conjecture, gravitino distance 
conjecture 
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History of the subject strongly suggest that usual supergravities
have no problems with gravitino propagation. 

SUSY (linearly realized): nb. bosons = nb. fermions 
SUGRA:  SUSY is a gauge symmetry, contains gravity
Nonlinear SUSY/SUGRA: nb. bosons      nb. fermions 

Inflation models in standard SUGRA’s have at least one 
complex scalar field (often several).
Recently, simple nonlinear SUSY/SUGRA models were
constructed.   More minimal inflationary models, fewer fields. 
(Antoniadis,E.D.,Ferrara&Sagnotti; Kallosh,Linde & coll, 2014-) 

Even possible to construct minimal models with only:  
graviton,  massive gravitino and inflaton (real scalar)

<latexit sha1_base64="9U9sgeuSPxNGkg4LRas/PEfchLY=">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</latexit>
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Simplest nonlinear SUSY’s: constrained superfields.
Example:  
• Volkov-Akulov action can be constructed in superspace

(Rocek,78) introducing a constrained, nilpotent superfield
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whose solution is no fundamental scalar

The full VA action is

E. Dudas – CNRS and E. Polytechnique + CERN-TH  

Superspace fermionic
coordinate

auxiliary field



Analogy with the sigma model : 

- O(N) linear sigma model

has 1 massive (« Higgs ») and N-1 goldstone bosons,                  
versus the 

- O(N)/ O(N-1) nonlinear sigma model (                 limit) 

+ constraint ,  describes self-interactions of 
the N-1 goldstone’s.   O(N) symmetry is nonlinearly realized. 
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The talk deals with the propagation (« speed of sound »      ) 
of gravitino in SUGRA, (mostly) during inflation.

Normally
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0 < cs  1
Recently, two potential problematic behaviours were discussed:

• at particular points on the inflationary trajectory
<latexit sha1_base64="Pi1OXI+5DRaiMiiA0FGhuialri0=">AAACynicjVHLSsNAFD3GV62vqks3wVZwVdIK6kYounHhooJ9QC0lmU5raF5MJkIp7vwBt/ph4h/oX3hnnIJaRCckOXPuOXfm3uslgZ9Kx3mds+YXFpeWcyv51bX1jc3C1nYzjTPBeIPFQSzanpvywI94Q/oy4O1EcDf0At7yRucq3rrjIvXj6FqOE94N3WHkD3zmSqJaJdZLT51Sr1B0yo5e9iyoGFCEWfW48IIb9BGDIUMIjgiScAAXKT0dVOAgIa6LCXGCkK/jHPfIkzcjFSeFS+yIvkPadQwb0V7lTLWb0SkBvYKcNvbJE5NOEFan2Tqe6cyK/S33ROdUdxvT3zO5QmIlbon9yzdV/tenapEY4ETX4FNNiWZUdcxkyXRX1M3tL1VJypAQp3Cf4oIw085pn23tSXXtqreujr9ppWLVnhlthnd1Sxpw5ec4Z0GzWq4clQ+vqsXamRl1DrvYwwHN8xg1XKCOhq7yEU94ti4tYY2tyafUmjOeHXxb1sMHxPiRMQ==</latexit>

cs = 0
Large (catastrophic) production of gravitinos 

•
<latexit sha1_base64="ytzBQ/dvma4XjDi6NkpfK50s+VA=">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</latexit>

cs > 1 acausal behaviour at particular points on the  
inflationary trajectory in specific SUGRA models

2) Gravitino sound speed in supergravity (SUGRA)
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!2 = c2sk
2 + a2m2

The sound speed          is defined from the dispersion relation<latexit sha1_base64="AEHqVk5l11uFoX1fouD1sx5f85A=">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</latexit>cs

The transverse spin 3/2 component in a FRW background 
has a standard dispersion relation with

<latexit sha1_base64="peB2NTdmP1LAFlKSaZa0hxtZCYc=">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</latexit>

(�0@0 + i�iki + am3/2) 3/2,k = 0
scale factor
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cs = 1
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(�0@0 � i�iki
↵1+�0↵2

↵ + am3/2) 1/2,k = 0

The longitudinal (goldstino) component satisfies a more 
involved equation

with specific functions of scalar fields in 
SUGRA,    with the sound speed depending generically on 
time  
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c2s = |↵1|2+|↵2|2
↵2
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cs < 1 Slow gravitino     (Benakli,Darmé, Oz, 2014) 
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gravitino sound speed c2s,

c2s =
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p! 3m2
3/2
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!+ 3m2
3/2

"2 +
4ṁ2

3/2
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!+ 3m2
3/2

"2 , (3)

where p is the pressure, ! is the energy density, and dot
denotes the derivative with respect to cosmological time.
Ref. [44] provides a rather compact expression for this
quantity in a supergravity model, namely

c2s = 1!
4

(|"̇|2 + |F |2)2
#

|"̇|2|F |2 ! |"̇ · F !|2
$

, (4)

where " is the multiplet of scalar fields in the model, and
the F -term is

F i " eK/2Kij! Dj!W
! , (5)

where, using standard supergravity notation, Kij! is the
inverse of the Kähler metric

Kij! "
#2K

#"i #"j! , (6)

while

DiW "
#W

#"i
+
#K

#"i
W . (7)

The dot operator in Eq. (4) denotes a scalar product
with the Kähler metric (6), namely |"̇|2 = "̇iKij! "̇j!,
and analogously for the other terms. Notice that due to
the Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality |"̇|2|F |2 # |"̇ · F !|2,
causality cs $ 1 is always guaranteed to hold.

In the case of a single chiral superfield, the two terms
in the curly bracket in Eq. (4) are equal to each other,
and therefore cs = 1. Thus, c2s % 1 is expected whenever
a single field dominates the kinetic energy and supersym-
metry breaking in the model.

Ref. [44] considered the case in which multiple fields
are relevant, and they conspire to give a vanishing or
nearly vanishing c2s. This can be achieved if

"̇ · F ! = 0 and "̇ · "̇! = F · F ! & c2s = 0 . (8)

Note that the first of these conditions, "̇ · F ! = 0, is
realized whenever the gravitino mass is constant. These
conditions can be satisfied during inflaton oscillations af-
ter inflation. Typically, the inflaton dominates the ki-
netic energy, so the condition "̇ · F ! % 0 generically re-
quires that the F -term associated with the inflaton is
small. Barring cancellations, this would typically require
that both W and !W

!" , where $ denotes the inflaton field,
are small. We note that the potential energy is given
by

V = F · F ! ! 3 eK |W |2 , (9)

which we can approximate by V % F · F ! if W is small.
Then the second condition in (8) simply demands that
the kinetic and the potential energy are equal to each
other, which happens twice per period of the inflaton os-
cillations. In Section III, we discuss several supergravity
models of inflation where these conditions are and are
not achieved.

III. GRAVITINO SOUND SPEED IN SPECIFIC
MODELS

In this section we consider several specific supergrav-
ity models where c2s is very small, or is of order one, to
emphasize what aspects of the model can lead to a slow
gravitino.

We start our discussion from a model constructed in
[44], where ! is the inflaton superfield while S is a super-
field responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Ref. [44]
imposes that this field is nilpotent, S2 = 0. To study the
relevance of this assumption we instead use a strong sta-
bilization mechanism for S [12, 65–71] (see also Section
V below):
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We see that, as is typical for strong stabilization, 's("
vanishes in the limit " * 0. Inserting this into the po-
tential, leads to
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In both Eqs. (11) and (12), the parameter W0 has been

set to W0 = M"
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, so to have a vanish-

ing potential in the minimum at $ = 0. In the minimum,
the gravitino mass is given by
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that m corresponds to
the inflaton mass, while (assuming gravity mediation),
M to the supersymmetry breaking scale in the model.
Therefore, the ratio (m/M)2 + (m/m3/2)

2 appearing in

A general expression for longitudinal gravitino sound speed is

energy density

pressure time-derivative
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p = 3m2
3/2

In this case, there would be a catastrophic production of 
gravitinos during inflation  

(Hasegawa, Terada et al, 2017;  Kolb, Long, McDonough, 2021). 
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Figure 1: Values of nk/a
3
eH

3
e = k

3
|�k|

2
/2⇡2 as a function of k for two values of m/He for helicity-3/2 and helicity-

1/2. (The helicity-3/2 results are identical to the results for a Dirac fermion.) If m/He = 0.01 then c
2
s vanishes during

the evolution (see Fig. 3) and catastrophic particle production results. If m/He = 1.0 the c
2
s does not vanish in the

evolution (but is less than unity). There is no catastrophic GPP, but particle production is enhanced over helicity-3/2 which
has c

2
s = 1. The oscillations for k & 5 can be compared to the oscillations seen in Figure 3 of Giudice, Riotto, and

Tkachev [16].

To better understand how the sound speed varies with time, we need to specify a model for the inflaton so
that ⇢(⌘) and p(⌘) can be calculated, and we must also specify how the spin-3/2 field’s mass varies with time, so
that @⌘m can be calculated. For simplicity we consider a quadratic potential, and the inflaton’s energy density
and pressure are given by

⇢ = 1
2 �̇

2 + 1
2m

2
��

2 and ⇢ = 1
2 �̇

2
�

1
2m

2
��

2
. (4.9)

Here and below “dot” denotes d/dt where t is cosmic time. The inflaton mass is related to He by m� =

2HeMPl/�e. Again, we emphasize that this is the potential that describes the oscillation of the inflaton about
its minimum after inflation, and it need not describe the inflaton potential when the scale factor was about 50
e-folds from the end of inflation when scales important for observable curvature fluctuations crossed the Hubble
radius. For the spin-3/2 field’s mass, we consider the simplest scenario first and assume that it is a constant so
that @⌘m = 0. Then it is possible for the squared sound speed (4.8) to vanish when p = 3m2

M
2
Pl.

It is easy to see that the sound speed cannot vanish during inflation: since ⇢+3p < 0 and ⇢ > 0, it follows
that p < 0 and c

2
s > 0. We study the evolution of cs(⌘) after inflation by numerically solving the inflaton’s field

equation to calculate the pressure p. In Fig. 2 we show the pressure p as as a function of a/ae, and we compare
with 3m2

M
2
Pl for several different values of the spin-3/2 field’s mass m. If the spin-3/2 field’s mass is static,

@⌘m = 0, then the sound speed cs vanishes when the pressure p equals 3m2
M

2
Pl [see Eq. (4.8)]. The blue curve

shows the pressure p (in units of H2
eM

2
Pl) and the gray-dashed lines show values of 3m2

M
2
Pl (same units) for

18

(taken from
Kolb et al, 2021)

The problem was argued to arise for                    . If the problem
is generic potential issue for low-energy SUSY models.        
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m3/2 < H

Hubble scale
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gravitino sound speed c2s,

c2s =
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3/2
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3/2

"2 +
4ṁ2

3/2
!

!+ 3m2
3/2
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where p is the pressure, ! is the energy density, and dot
denotes the derivative with respect to cosmological time.
Ref. [44] provides a rather compact expression for this
quantity in a supergravity model, namely

c2s = 1!
4

(|"̇|2 + |F |2)2
#

|"̇|2|F |2 ! |"̇ · F !|2
$

, (4)

where " is the multiplet of scalar fields in the model, and
the F -term is

F i " eK/2Kij! Dj!W
! , (5)

where, using standard supergravity notation, Kij! is the
inverse of the Kähler metric

Kij! "
#2K

#"i #"j! , (6)

while

DiW "
#W

#"i
+
#K

#"i
W . (7)

The dot operator in Eq. (4) denotes a scalar product
with the Kähler metric (6), namely |"̇|2 = "̇iKij! "̇j!,
and analogously for the other terms. Notice that due to
the Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality |"̇|2|F |2 # |"̇ · F !|2,
causality cs $ 1 is always guaranteed to hold.

In the case of a single chiral superfield, the two terms
in the curly bracket in Eq. (4) are equal to each other,
and therefore cs = 1. Thus, c2s % 1 is expected whenever
a single field dominates the kinetic energy and supersym-
metry breaking in the model.

Ref. [44] considered the case in which multiple fields
are relevant, and they conspire to give a vanishing or
nearly vanishing c2s. This can be achieved if

"̇ · F ! = 0 and "̇ · "̇! = F · F ! & c2s = 0 . (8)

Note that the first of these conditions, "̇ · F ! = 0, is
realized whenever the gravitino mass is constant. These
conditions can be satisfied during inflaton oscillations af-
ter inflation. Typically, the inflaton dominates the ki-
netic energy, so the condition "̇ · F ! % 0 generically re-
quires that the F -term associated with the inflaton is
small. Barring cancellations, this would typically require
that both W and !W

!" , where $ denotes the inflaton field,
are small. We note that the potential energy is given
by

V = F · F ! ! 3 eK |W |2 , (9)

which we can approximate by V % F · F ! if W is small.
Then the second condition in (8) simply demands that
the kinetic and the potential energy are equal to each
other, which happens twice per period of the inflaton os-
cillations. In Section III, we discuss several supergravity
models of inflation where these conditions are and are
not achieved.

III. GRAVITINO SOUND SPEED IN SPECIFIC
MODELS

In this section we consider several specific supergrav-
ity models where c2s is very small, or is of order one, to
emphasize what aspects of the model can lead to a slow
gravitino.

We start our discussion from a model constructed in
[44], where ! is the inflaton superfield while S is a super-
field responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Ref. [44]
imposes that this field is nilpotent, S2 = 0. To study the
relevance of this assumption we instead use a strong sta-
bilization mechanism for S [12, 65–71] (see also Section
V below):
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We see that, as is typical for strong stabilization, 's("
vanishes in the limit " * 0. Inserting this into the po-
tential, leads to
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In both Eqs. (11) and (12), the parameter W0 has been
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, so to have a vanish-

ing potential in the minimum at $ = 0. In the minimum,
the gravitino mass is given by
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that m corresponds to
the inflaton mass, while (assuming gravity mediation),
M to the supersymmetry breaking scale in the model.
Therefore, the ratio (m/M)2 + (m/m3/2)

2 appearing in
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where p is the pressure, ! is the energy density, and dot
denotes the derivative with respect to cosmological time.
Ref. [44] provides a rather compact expression for this
quantity in a supergravity model, namely

c2s = 1!
4

(|"̇|2 + |F |2)2
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|"̇|2|F |2 ! |"̇ · F !|2
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, (4)

where " is the multiplet of scalar fields in the model, and
the F -term is

F i " eK/2Kij! Dj!W
! , (5)

where, using standard supergravity notation, Kij! is the
inverse of the Kähler metric

Kij! "
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while
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+
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The dot operator in Eq. (4) denotes a scalar product
with the Kähler metric (6), namely |"̇|2 = "̇iKij! "̇j!,
and analogously for the other terms. Notice that due to
the Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality |"̇|2|F |2 # |"̇ · F !|2,
causality cs $ 1 is always guaranteed to hold.

In the case of a single chiral superfield, the two terms
in the curly bracket in Eq. (4) are equal to each other,
and therefore cs = 1. Thus, c2s % 1 is expected whenever
a single field dominates the kinetic energy and supersym-
metry breaking in the model.

Ref. [44] considered the case in which multiple fields
are relevant, and they conspire to give a vanishing or
nearly vanishing c2s. This can be achieved if

"̇ · F ! = 0 and "̇ · "̇! = F · F ! & c2s = 0 . (8)

Note that the first of these conditions, "̇ · F ! = 0, is
realized whenever the gravitino mass is constant. These
conditions can be satisfied during inflaton oscillations af-
ter inflation. Typically, the inflaton dominates the ki-
netic energy, so the condition "̇ · F ! % 0 generically re-
quires that the F -term associated with the inflaton is
small. Barring cancellations, this would typically require
that both W and !W

!" , where $ denotes the inflaton field,
are small. We note that the potential energy is given
by

V = F · F ! ! 3 eK |W |2 , (9)

which we can approximate by V % F · F ! if W is small.
Then the second condition in (8) simply demands that
the kinetic and the potential energy are equal to each
other, which happens twice per period of the inflaton os-
cillations. In Section III, we discuss several supergravity
models of inflation where these conditions are and are
not achieved.

III. GRAVITINO SOUND SPEED IN SPECIFIC
MODELS

In this section we consider several specific supergrav-
ity models where c2s is very small, or is of order one, to
emphasize what aspects of the model can lead to a slow
gravitino.

We start our discussion from a model constructed in
[44], where ! is the inflaton superfield while S is a super-
field responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Ref. [44]
imposes that this field is nilpotent, S2 = 0. To study the
relevance of this assumption we instead use a strong sta-
bilization mechanism for S [12, 65–71] (see also Section
V below):
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that m corresponds to
the inflaton mass, while (assuming gravity mediation),
M to the supersymmetry breaking scale in the model.
Therefore, the ratio (m/M)2 + (m/m3/2)
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where p is the pressure, ! is the energy density, and dot
denotes the derivative with respect to cosmological time.
Ref. [44] provides a rather compact expression for this
quantity in a supergravity model, namely
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where " is the multiplet of scalar fields in the model, and
the F -term is

F i " eK/2Kij! Dj!W
! , (5)

where, using standard supergravity notation, Kij! is the
inverse of the Kähler metric
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while
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The dot operator in Eq. (4) denotes a scalar product
with the Kähler metric (6), namely |"̇|2 = "̇iKij! "̇j!,
and analogously for the other terms. Notice that due to
the Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality |"̇|2|F |2 # |"̇ · F !|2,
causality cs $ 1 is always guaranteed to hold.

In the case of a single chiral superfield, the two terms
in the curly bracket in Eq. (4) are equal to each other,
and therefore cs = 1. Thus, c2s % 1 is expected whenever
a single field dominates the kinetic energy and supersym-
metry breaking in the model.

Ref. [44] considered the case in which multiple fields
are relevant, and they conspire to give a vanishing or
nearly vanishing c2s. This can be achieved if

"̇ · F ! = 0 and "̇ · "̇! = F · F ! & c2s = 0 . (8)

Note that the first of these conditions, "̇ · F ! = 0, is
realized whenever the gravitino mass is constant. These
conditions can be satisfied during inflaton oscillations af-
ter inflation. Typically, the inflaton dominates the ki-
netic energy, so the condition "̇ · F ! % 0 generically re-
quires that the F -term associated with the inflaton is
small. Barring cancellations, this would typically require
that both W and !W

!" , where $ denotes the inflaton field,
are small. We note that the potential energy is given
by

V = F · F ! ! 3 eK |W |2 , (9)

which we can approximate by V % F · F ! if W is small.
Then the second condition in (8) simply demands that
the kinetic and the potential energy are equal to each
other, which happens twice per period of the inflaton os-
cillations. In Section III, we discuss several supergravity
models of inflation where these conditions are and are
not achieved.

III. GRAVITINO SOUND SPEED IN SPECIFIC
MODELS

In this section we consider several specific supergrav-
ity models where c2s is very small, or is of order one, to
emphasize what aspects of the model can lead to a slow
gravitino.

We start our discussion from a model constructed in
[44], where ! is the inflaton superfield while S is a super-
field responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Ref. [44]
imposes that this field is nilpotent, S2 = 0. To study the
relevance of this assumption we instead use a strong sta-
bilization mechanism for S [12, 65–71] (see also Section
V below):
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In both Eqs. (11) and (12), the parameter W0 has been
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that m corresponds to
the inflaton mass, while (assuming gravity mediation),
M to the supersymmetry breaking scale in the model.
Therefore, the ratio (m/M)2 + (m/m3/2)
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are small. We note that the potential energy is given
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the kinetic and the potential energy are equal to each
other, which happens twice per period of the inflaton os-
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emphasize what aspects of the model can lead to a slow
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We start our discussion from a model constructed in
[44], where ! is the inflaton superfield while S is a super-
field responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Ref. [44]
imposes that this field is nilpotent, S2 = 0. To study the
relevance of this assumption we instead use a strong sta-
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that m corresponds to
the inflaton mass, while (assuming gravity mediation),
M to the supersymmetry breaking scale in the model.
Therefore, the ratio (m/M)2 + (m/m3/2)
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3) Eqs. for the longitudinal gravitino, results

In an expanding background, the longitudinal gravitino         
is coupled to another fermion, the inflatino
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6

sound speed is by no means a generic feature of super-
gravity models. The model does not require an additional
field for supersymmetry breaking and can be written as
[70, 71]

K=!3 ln
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3
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3

&

+ !m3 , (32)

where d is a constant of O(1), and ! sets the scale of
supersymmetry breaking.

The model admits real solutions that we parametrize
as in the previous models, " = "̄ = ", S = S̄ = s. In
the minimum, #"$ = 0 and #s$ = 1

2 . For these values the
potential vanishes, while the gravitino mass is m3/2 =
!m3.

Extremizing the potential with respect to s, with the
inflaton away from the minimum, we find
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leading to the potential
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As in the previous no-scale example, " is not canonical
and writing

" =
"
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%
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6

&

(35)

leads to the same potential given in Eq. (29).

We then find, using the same notation as for the pre-
vious models,
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We see that $̇ ·F is not suppressed, and we do not expect
a suppression in the gravitino sound speed. A direct in-
spection of the O

"

!0
#

term indicates that this is indeed
the case, though the full expression is not particularly

illuminating. In the
"
!m & ", !̇

m & 1 regime we ob-
tain

c2s ' 1!
m2"4"̇2

6
1

m2"2 + "̇2
22 , ! & 1 ,

"
!m & ",

"̇

m
& 1 .

(37)

IV. COMPLETE LINEARIZED EQUATION FOR
THE LONGITUDINAL GRAVITINO

So far, we have seen that while it is possible to find
models with cs ' 0, it is by no means a generic feature
of supergravity inflation models. Next, we point out that
even if cs = 0, one can not conclude that there is any en-
hanced production of gravitinos. We show that this is the
case by considering the equation of motion for the longi-
tudinal gravitino, as obtained in [39] and then studied in
[41].

In the unitary gauge, the dynamical variable encoding
the longitudinal gravitino is the combination % = &i'i,
where ' is the gravitino field. In a nontrivial back-
ground, the longitudinal gravitino is coupled to another
fermionic combination # at the linearized level. In a cos-
mological background, where the scalar fields depend on
time,

# = Kij!

1

(i)0$
j! + (j!)0$

i
2

, (38)

where the indices run over the number of chiral super-
fields in the model,

"

$i, (i
#

are the scalar and fermion
components of a chiral complex multiplet (where (i is
a left-handed fermion), while

"

$i! , (i!
#

are their conju-
gates.

For simplicity, we consider the case of two chiral su-
perfields, although this can be immediately generalized
to an arbitrary number. In this case, the coupled equa-
tions for % and # form a closed system. To write these
equations, we introduce the following quantities (that we
express through the scalar product defined above)

* ( #+ 3m2
3/2 = $̇ · $̇! + F · F ! ,

*1 ( p! 3m2
3/2 = $̇ · $̇! ! F · F ! ,

*2 ( 2
)

)t

3

eK/2 W PL + eK/2 W ! PR

4

= 2 ($̇ · F ! PL + $̇! · F PR)

+eK/2

%

$̇i )K

)$i
! $̇!i )K

)$!i

&

(W ! PR !W PL) .

(39)

In these expressions # and p denote, respectively, the
energy density and pressure of the background scalars,
while PL/R are the left- and right-handed chiral fermion
projection operators. These expressions considerably
simplify along real solutions for the scalar fields

real scalars : * = $̇ · $̇+ F · F ,

*1 = $̇ · $̇! F · F ,

*2 = 2 $̇ · F . (40)

These expressions apply to the models considered in the
previous sections, that have real background solutions.
In the following we employ the simplified expressions
(40).

(Kallosh,Kofman,Linde, Van Proeyen,2000; Nilles,Peloso,Sorbo, 2001) 
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The closed system of equations for ! and ! is

!

"0 #0 + i"i ki N +M
"

X = 0 , X =

#

!̃
!̃

$

,

(41)
where !̃ and !̃, are canonically-normalized fields, related
to the original fields by

! !
2i"i ki

($ a3)1/2
!̃ , ! !

"

2

%$

a

&1/2
!̃ , (42)

(with " to be defined shortly), and where

N =

#

"!1

! " "0 !2

! ""0"
""0 " "!1

! + "0 !2

!

$

, (43)

while the expression for M is not important for the
present discussion, and can be found in [41].

Disregarding the presence of the field ! amounts to the
system studied in [44, 45]. The square of the gravitino
sound speed would then be given by the square of the
N11 element (we note that, due to the signature we have
chosen, "0 is anti-hermitian),

N11 N
†
11 =

|$1|2 + |$2|2

$2
= c2s . (44)

Namely, using the expressions (40) leads precisely to the
sound speed (4). The complete system however has also
o!-diagonal elements, with

" =
'

1" c2s . (45)

Therefore, when the coe"cient c2s vanishes,

c2s = 0 # " = 1 , N =

#

0 ""0
""0 0

$

, (46)

leading to a non-singular matrix N , and therefore to a
nonvanishing sound speed for the physical eigenstates
of the system. Consequently none of the models dis-
cussed in Section 3 have catastrophic production of grav-
itinos. Problems can only arise if ! can be ignored as
is the case when a second, orthogonal nilpotency condi-
tion, is applied as discussed in the next section. Then,
the only problematic models would be those defined in
Eqs. (10) and (24), in the case where the inflaton multi-
plet # is subject to the additional orthogonal constraint
S(#"#) = 0. Indeed, this additional constraint removes
the inflatino from the spectrum (hence ! = 0) and the
speed of sound in these models hits zero at some point
during the inflationary evolution. As we will see, such
models seem suspicious from the viewpoint of a funda-
mental theory of gravity.

V. MODELS WITH ORTHOGONAL
NILPOTENT SUPERFIELDS

In the cases considered in this paper, the goldstino G
belongs to a chiral multiplet and has a scalar superpart-
ner (the sgoldstino), which, once supersymmetry is bro-
ken, acquires a non-supersymmetric mass. Decoupling

the sgoldstino by giving it an infinite mass leads to a
non-linear realization of supersymmetry. A particularly
simple way non-linear realization can be obtained is by
imposing the nilpotent constraint [46–54]

S2 = 0 . (47)

When supersymmetry is broken by means of a non-
trivial FS $= 0, the constraint is solved by

S =
G2

2FS
+
%
2!G+ !2FS . (48)

Here and in what follows, we discuss the constraints at
the level of global supersymmetry for simplicity. The
generalization to supergravity can be found in the litera-
ture [48]-[59]. The constraint (47) can be interpreted as
the infrared limit of a very heavy sgoldstino. This can be
obtained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian of the
type [47]:

K = |S|2 "
1

$2
|S|4 , W = W0 +W1S , (49)

in the limit $ # 0. Indeed, the sgoldstino mass m2
S =

4FS2

!2 is sent to infinity in this limit, leading to a nonlin-
ear realization of supersymmetry in the IR. The limit
$ # 0 has its limitations [72], since it implies field-
theory dynamics in some heavy sector, which after de-
coupling, leaves behind the “strong stabilization" term
1
!2 |S|4. Modulo these subtleties, the UV Lagrangian
(49) contains only two derivatives and is pretty stan-
dard.

The situation is di!erent for the orthogonal constraint
on the chiral superfield # that removes the imaginary
part of the scalar, the fermion, and the auxiliary field
[47, 55–59]:

S(#" #) = 0 . (50)

It was shown in [59] that (50) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of constraints

|S|2(#" #) = 0 , (51)

|S|2D!̇# = 0 , (52)

|S|2D2
# = 0 . (53)

Each constraint above eliminates one component field:
Eq. (51) eliminates the scalar, Eq. (52) eliminates the
fermion, whereas Eq. (53) eliminates the auxiliary field
in the # multiplet. The constraint (50) can be ob-
tained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian contain-
ing three additional terms [59], which generate non-
supersymmetric masses for the component fields that we
remove:

(

d4!
)m2

b

2f2
|S|2(#" #)2 "

gF!

f2
|S|2D2#D

2
#
*

"
m"

2f2

(

d4!
)

|S|2D!#D!#+ c.c.
*

. (54)
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where the « sound speed matrix » 
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while the expression for M is not important for the
present discussion, and can be found in [41].

Disregarding the presence of the field ! amounts to the
system studied in [44, 45]. The square of the gravitino
sound speed would then be given by the square of the
N11 element (we note that, due to the signature we have
chosen, "0 is anti-hermitian),
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Namely, using the expressions (40) leads precisely to the
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Therefore, when the coe"cient c2s vanishes,
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leading to a non-singular matrix N , and therefore to a
nonvanishing sound speed for the physical eigenstates
of the system. Consequently none of the models dis-
cussed in Section 3 have catastrophic production of grav-
itinos. Problems can only arise if ! can be ignored as
is the case when a second, orthogonal nilpotency condi-
tion, is applied as discussed in the next section. Then,
the only problematic models would be those defined in
Eqs. (10) and (24), in the case where the inflaton multi-
plet # is subject to the additional orthogonal constraint
S(#"#) = 0. Indeed, this additional constraint removes
the inflatino from the spectrum (hence ! = 0) and the
speed of sound in these models hits zero at some point
during the inflationary evolution. As we will see, such
models seem suspicious from the viewpoint of a funda-
mental theory of gravity.

V. MODELS WITH ORTHOGONAL
NILPOTENT SUPERFIELDS

In the cases considered in this paper, the goldstino G
belongs to a chiral multiplet and has a scalar superpart-
ner (the sgoldstino), which, once supersymmetry is bro-
ken, acquires a non-supersymmetric mass. Decoupling

the sgoldstino by giving it an infinite mass leads to a
non-linear realization of supersymmetry. A particularly
simple way non-linear realization can be obtained is by
imposing the nilpotent constraint [46–54]

S2 = 0 . (47)

When supersymmetry is broken by means of a non-
trivial FS $= 0, the constraint is solved by

S =
G2

2FS
+
%
2!G+ !2FS . (48)

Here and in what follows, we discuss the constraints at
the level of global supersymmetry for simplicity. The
generalization to supergravity can be found in the litera-
ture [48]-[59]. The constraint (47) can be interpreted as
the infrared limit of a very heavy sgoldstino. This can be
obtained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian of the
type [47]:

K = |S|2 "
1

$2
|S|4 , W = W0 +W1S , (49)

in the limit $ # 0. Indeed, the sgoldstino mass m2
S =

4FS2

!2 is sent to infinity in this limit, leading to a nonlin-
ear realization of supersymmetry in the IR. The limit
$ # 0 has its limitations [72], since it implies field-
theory dynamics in some heavy sector, which after de-
coupling, leaves behind the “strong stabilization" term
1
!2 |S|4. Modulo these subtleties, the UV Lagrangian
(49) contains only two derivatives and is pretty stan-
dard.

The situation is di!erent for the orthogonal constraint
on the chiral superfield # that removes the imaginary
part of the scalar, the fermion, and the auxiliary field
[47, 55–59]:

S(#" #) = 0 . (50)

It was shown in [59] that (50) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of constraints

|S|2(#" #) = 0 , (51)

|S|2D!̇# = 0 , (52)

|S|2D2
# = 0 . (53)

Each constraint above eliminates one component field:
Eq. (51) eliminates the scalar, Eq. (52) eliminates the
fermion, whereas Eq. (53) eliminates the auxiliary field
in the # multiplet. The constraint (50) can be ob-
tained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian contain-
ing three additional terms [59], which generate non-
supersymmetric masses for the component fields that we
remove:

(

d4!
)m2

b

2f2
|S|2(#" #)2 "

gF!

f2
|S|2D2#D

2
#
*

"
m"

2f2

(

d4!
)

|S|2D!#D!#+ c.c.
*

. (54)

with ,  is now the key to the « slow gravitino » 
problem. 

7

The closed system of equations for ! and ! is

!

"0 #0 + i"i ki N +M
"

X = 0 , X =

#

!̃
!̃

$

,

(41)
where !̃ and !̃, are canonically-normalized fields, related
to the original fields by

! !
2i"i ki

($ a3)1/2
!̃ , ! !

"

2

%$

a

&1/2
!̃ , (42)

(with " to be defined shortly), and where

N =

#

"!1

! " "0 !2

! ""0"
""0 " "!1

! + "0 !2

!

$

, (43)

while the expression for M is not important for the
present discussion, and can be found in [41].

Disregarding the presence of the field ! amounts to the
system studied in [44, 45]. The square of the gravitino
sound speed would then be given by the square of the
N11 element (we note that, due to the signature we have
chosen, "0 is anti-hermitian),

N11 N
†
11 =

|$1|2 + |$2|2

$2
= c2s . (44)

Namely, using the expressions (40) leads precisely to the
sound speed (4). The complete system however has also
o!-diagonal elements, with

" =
'

1" c2s . (45)

Therefore, when the coe"cient c2s vanishes,

c2s = 0 # " = 1 , N =

#

0 ""0
""0 0

$

, (46)

leading to a non-singular matrix N , and therefore to a
nonvanishing sound speed for the physical eigenstates
of the system. Consequently none of the models dis-
cussed in Section 3 have catastrophic production of grav-
itinos. Problems can only arise if ! can be ignored as
is the case when a second, orthogonal nilpotency condi-
tion, is applied as discussed in the next section. Then,
the only problematic models would be those defined in
Eqs. (10) and (24), in the case where the inflaton multi-
plet # is subject to the additional orthogonal constraint
S(#"#) = 0. Indeed, this additional constraint removes
the inflatino from the spectrum (hence ! = 0) and the
speed of sound in these models hits zero at some point
during the inflationary evolution. As we will see, such
models seem suspicious from the viewpoint of a funda-
mental theory of gravity.

V. MODELS WITH ORTHOGONAL
NILPOTENT SUPERFIELDS

In the cases considered in this paper, the goldstino G
belongs to a chiral multiplet and has a scalar superpart-
ner (the sgoldstino), which, once supersymmetry is bro-
ken, acquires a non-supersymmetric mass. Decoupling

the sgoldstino by giving it an infinite mass leads to a
non-linear realization of supersymmetry. A particularly
simple way non-linear realization can be obtained is by
imposing the nilpotent constraint [46–54]

S2 = 0 . (47)

When supersymmetry is broken by means of a non-
trivial FS $= 0, the constraint is solved by

S =
G2

2FS
+
%
2!G+ !2FS . (48)

Here and in what follows, we discuss the constraints at
the level of global supersymmetry for simplicity. The
generalization to supergravity can be found in the litera-
ture [48]-[59]. The constraint (47) can be interpreted as
the infrared limit of a very heavy sgoldstino. This can be
obtained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian of the
type [47]:

K = |S|2 "
1

$2
|S|4 , W = W0 +W1S , (49)

in the limit $ # 0. Indeed, the sgoldstino mass m2
S =

4FS2

!2 is sent to infinity in this limit, leading to a nonlin-
ear realization of supersymmetry in the IR. The limit
$ # 0 has its limitations [72], since it implies field-
theory dynamics in some heavy sector, which after de-
coupling, leaves behind the “strong stabilization" term
1
!2 |S|4. Modulo these subtleties, the UV Lagrangian
(49) contains only two derivatives and is pretty stan-
dard.

The situation is di!erent for the orthogonal constraint
on the chiral superfield # that removes the imaginary
part of the scalar, the fermion, and the auxiliary field
[47, 55–59]:

S(#" #) = 0 . (50)

It was shown in [59] that (50) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of constraints

|S|2(#" #) = 0 , (51)

|S|2D!̇# = 0 , (52)

|S|2D2
# = 0 . (53)

Each constraint above eliminates one component field:
Eq. (51) eliminates the scalar, Eq. (52) eliminates the
fermion, whereas Eq. (53) eliminates the auxiliary field
in the # multiplet. The constraint (50) can be ob-
tained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian contain-
ing three additional terms [59], which generate non-
supersymmetric masses for the component fields that we
remove:

(

d4!
)m2

b

2f2
|S|2(#" #)2 "

gF!

f2
|S|2D2#D

2
#
*

"
m"

2f2

(

d4!
)

|S|2D!#D!#+ c.c.
*

. (54)

When ,  then

is nonsingular, leading to a nonvanishing sound speed for the 
physical eigenstates.      
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The closed system of equations for ! and ! is

!

"0 #0 + i"i ki N +M
"

X = 0 , X =

#

!̃
!̃

$

,

(41)
where !̃ and !̃, are canonically-normalized fields, related
to the original fields by

! !
2i"i ki

($ a3)1/2
!̃ , ! !

"

2

%$

a

&1/2
!̃ , (42)

(with " to be defined shortly), and where

N =

#

"!1

! " "0 !2

! ""0"
""0 " "!1

! + "0 !2

!

$

, (43)

while the expression for M is not important for the
present discussion, and can be found in [41].

Disregarding the presence of the field ! amounts to the
system studied in [44, 45]. The square of the gravitino
sound speed would then be given by the square of the
N11 element (we note that, due to the signature we have
chosen, "0 is anti-hermitian),

N11 N
†
11 =

|$1|2 + |$2|2

$2
= c2s . (44)

Namely, using the expressions (40) leads precisely to the
sound speed (4). The complete system however has also
o!-diagonal elements, with

" =
'

1" c2s . (45)

Therefore, when the coe"cient c2s vanishes,

c2s = 0 # " = 1 , N =

#

0 ""0
""0 0

$

, (46)

leading to a non-singular matrix N , and therefore to a
nonvanishing sound speed for the physical eigenstates
of the system. Consequently none of the models dis-
cussed in Section 3 have catastrophic production of grav-
itinos. Problems can only arise if ! can be ignored as
is the case when a second, orthogonal nilpotency condi-
tion, is applied as discussed in the next section. Then,
the only problematic models would be those defined in
Eqs. (10) and (24), in the case where the inflaton multi-
plet # is subject to the additional orthogonal constraint
S(#"#) = 0. Indeed, this additional constraint removes
the inflatino from the spectrum (hence ! = 0) and the
speed of sound in these models hits zero at some point
during the inflationary evolution. As we will see, such
models seem suspicious from the viewpoint of a funda-
mental theory of gravity.

V. MODELS WITH ORTHOGONAL
NILPOTENT SUPERFIELDS

In the cases considered in this paper, the goldstino G
belongs to a chiral multiplet and has a scalar superpart-
ner (the sgoldstino), which, once supersymmetry is bro-
ken, acquires a non-supersymmetric mass. Decoupling

the sgoldstino by giving it an infinite mass leads to a
non-linear realization of supersymmetry. A particularly
simple way non-linear realization can be obtained is by
imposing the nilpotent constraint [46–54]

S2 = 0 . (47)

When supersymmetry is broken by means of a non-
trivial FS $= 0, the constraint is solved by

S =
G2

2FS
+
%
2!G+ !2FS . (48)

Here and in what follows, we discuss the constraints at
the level of global supersymmetry for simplicity. The
generalization to supergravity can be found in the litera-
ture [48]-[59]. The constraint (47) can be interpreted as
the infrared limit of a very heavy sgoldstino. This can be
obtained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian of the
type [47]:

K = |S|2 "
1

$2
|S|4 , W = W0 +W1S , (49)

in the limit $ # 0. Indeed, the sgoldstino mass m2
S =

4FS2

!2 is sent to infinity in this limit, leading to a nonlin-
ear realization of supersymmetry in the IR. The limit
$ # 0 has its limitations [72], since it implies field-
theory dynamics in some heavy sector, which after de-
coupling, leaves behind the “strong stabilization" term
1
!2 |S|4. Modulo these subtleties, the UV Lagrangian
(49) contains only two derivatives and is pretty stan-
dard.

The situation is di!erent for the orthogonal constraint
on the chiral superfield # that removes the imaginary
part of the scalar, the fermion, and the auxiliary field
[47, 55–59]:

S(#" #) = 0 . (50)

It was shown in [59] that (50) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of constraints

|S|2(#" #) = 0 , (51)

|S|2D!̇# = 0 , (52)

|S|2D2
# = 0 . (53)

Each constraint above eliminates one component field:
Eq. (51) eliminates the scalar, Eq. (52) eliminates the
fermion, whereas Eq. (53) eliminates the auxiliary field
in the # multiplet. The constraint (50) can be ob-
tained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian contain-
ing three additional terms [59], which generate non-
supersymmetric masses for the component fields that we
remove:

(

d4!
)m2

b

2f2
|S|2(#" #)2 "

gF!

f2
|S|2D2#D

2
#
*

"
m"

2f2

(

d4!
)

|S|2D!#D!#+ c.c.
*

. (54)

(DGMOPV; see also Antoniadis,Benakli and Ke, 2021 ) 
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For the (large)  majority of SUGRA models we investigated , we
found no problems,                          :

- standard SUGRA models with two chiral superfields
(inflaton+SUSY breaking): general statement

- SUGRA models with nilpotent SUSY breaking field
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The only models with problems we found is with the 
« orthogonal constraint » for the inflaton multiplet

7

The closed system of equations for ! and ! is

!

"0 #0 + i"i ki N +M
"

X = 0 , X =

#

!̃
!̃

$

,

(41)
where !̃ and !̃, are canonically-normalized fields, related
to the original fields by

! !
2i"i ki

($ a3)1/2
!̃ , ! !

"

2

%$

a

&1/2
!̃ , (42)

(with " to be defined shortly), and where

N =

#

"!1

! " "0 !2

! ""0"
""0 " "!1

! + "0 !2

!

$

, (43)

while the expression for M is not important for the
present discussion, and can be found in [41].

Disregarding the presence of the field ! amounts to the
system studied in [44, 45]. The square of the gravitino
sound speed would then be given by the square of the
N11 element (we note that, due to the signature we have
chosen, "0 is anti-hermitian),

N11 N
†
11 =

|$1|2 + |$2|2

$2
= c2s . (44)

Namely, using the expressions (40) leads precisely to the
sound speed (4). The complete system however has also
o!-diagonal elements, with

" =
'

1" c2s . (45)

Therefore, when the coe"cient c2s vanishes,

c2s = 0 # " = 1 , N =

#

0 ""0
""0 0

$

, (46)

leading to a non-singular matrix N , and therefore to a
nonvanishing sound speed for the physical eigenstates
of the system. Consequently none of the models dis-
cussed in Section 3 have catastrophic production of grav-
itinos. Problems can only arise if ! can be ignored as
is the case when a second, orthogonal nilpotency condi-
tion, is applied as discussed in the next section. Then,
the only problematic models would be those defined in
Eqs. (10) and (24), in the case where the inflaton multi-
plet # is subject to the additional orthogonal constraint
S(#"#) = 0. Indeed, this additional constraint removes
the inflatino from the spectrum (hence ! = 0) and the
speed of sound in these models hits zero at some point
during the inflationary evolution. As we will see, such
models seem suspicious from the viewpoint of a funda-
mental theory of gravity.

V. MODELS WITH ORTHOGONAL
NILPOTENT SUPERFIELDS

In the cases considered in this paper, the goldstino G
belongs to a chiral multiplet and has a scalar superpart-
ner (the sgoldstino), which, once supersymmetry is bro-
ken, acquires a non-supersymmetric mass. Decoupling

the sgoldstino by giving it an infinite mass leads to a
non-linear realization of supersymmetry. A particularly
simple way non-linear realization can be obtained is by
imposing the nilpotent constraint [46–54]

S2 = 0 . (47)

When supersymmetry is broken by means of a non-
trivial FS $= 0, the constraint is solved by

S =
G2

2FS
+
%
2!G+ !2FS . (48)

Here and in what follows, we discuss the constraints at
the level of global supersymmetry for simplicity. The
generalization to supergravity can be found in the litera-
ture [48]-[59]. The constraint (47) can be interpreted as
the infrared limit of a very heavy sgoldstino. This can be
obtained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian of the
type [47]:

K = |S|2 "
1

$2
|S|4 , W = W0 +W1S , (49)

in the limit $ # 0. Indeed, the sgoldstino mass m2
S =

4FS2

!2 is sent to infinity in this limit, leading to a nonlin-
ear realization of supersymmetry in the IR. The limit
$ # 0 has its limitations [72], since it implies field-
theory dynamics in some heavy sector, which after de-
coupling, leaves behind the “strong stabilization" term
1
!2 |S|4. Modulo these subtleties, the UV Lagrangian
(49) contains only two derivatives and is pretty stan-
dard.

The situation is di!erent for the orthogonal constraint
on the chiral superfield # that removes the imaginary
part of the scalar, the fermion, and the auxiliary field
[47, 55–59]:

S(#" #) = 0 . (50)

It was shown in [59] that (50) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of constraints

|S|2(#" #) = 0 , (51)

|S|2D!̇# = 0 , (52)

|S|2D2
# = 0 . (53)

Each constraint above eliminates one component field:
Eq. (51) eliminates the scalar, Eq. (52) eliminates the
fermion, whereas Eq. (53) eliminates the auxiliary field
in the # multiplet. The constraint (50) can be ob-
tained starting from a microscopic Lagrangian contain-
ing three additional terms [59], which generate non-
supersymmetric masses for the component fields that we
remove:

(

d4!
)m2

b

2f2
|S|2(#" #)2 "

gF!

f2
|S|2D2#D

2
#
*

"
m"

2f2

(

d4!
)

|S|2D!#D!#+ c.c.
*

. (54)
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�

Only =inflaton is a dynamical degree of freedom.
, the inflatino and the auxiliary field

are determined by the constraint.  

In particular is a bilinear in fermions and does not appear
in the scalar potential :   
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Im �
<latexit sha1_base64="8hO0/UnhSfg5CZb+xwvgfbGzIMA=">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</latexit>

 �
<latexit sha1_base64="AzOP2wsdL72+GFEviaPD1gh2mLo=">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</latexit>

F�

<latexit sha1_base64="AzOP2wsdL72+GFEviaPD1gh2mLo=">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</latexit>

F� <latexit sha1_base64="Qe/tm5ixyMmqzsiwHnX3ad7zR7c=">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</latexit>

F� 6= eK/2K�īDi⇤W ⇤
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Consequences:

- There is no inflatino , the gravitino sound
speed problem can reappear (model-dependent) 

- The Cauchy-Schwarz argument for                                 
not valid. We found examples with ! 

<latexit sha1_base64="P+MBQMkYrdG/OQhDPZdIujuuD3Y=">AAAC1HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/ps1KWbYCu4KkkFdSMU3bisYNpCW0qSTuvQNAnJRCjVlbj1B9zqN4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HPuzL3XjXyeCNN8zWlz8wuLS/nlldW19Y2CvrlVT8I09pjthX4YN10nYT4PmC248Fkzipkzcn3WcIdnMt64ZnHCw+BSjCPWGTmDgPe55wiiunqhZLTtKOF+GBgnhlnq6kWzbKplzAIrA0VkqxbqL2ijhxAeUozAEEAQ9uEgoacFCyYi4jqYEBcT4irOcIsV8qakYqRwiB3Sd0C7VsYGtJc5E+X26BSf3picBvbIE5IuJixPM1Q8VZkl+1vuicop7zamv5vlGhErcEXsX76p8r8+WYtAH8eqBk41RYqR1XlZllR1Rd7c+FKVoAwRcRL3KB4T9pRz2mdDeRJVu+yto+JvSilZufcybYp3eUsasPVznLOgXilbh+WDi0qxepqNOo8d7GKf5nmEKs5Rg61m/ognPGt17Ua70+4/pVou82zj29IePgBtGJQj</latexit>

⌥ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="MrIAK8Rr5Sx4FfDs0i1a5u3d//k=">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</latexit>

cs  1
<latexit sha1_base64="ytzBQ/dvma4XjDi6NkpfK50s+VA=">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</latexit>

cs > 1

Potential pathological behaviour reminiscent of the 
swampland program !   

On the other hand, the UV origin of the orthogonal constraint is
not clear (Dall’Agata,E.D.,Farakos, 2006) 

<latexit sha1_base64="Wy4DGCDUkAneBf5RxjXjnc4Xwik=">AAACzHicjVHLSsNAFD3GV62vqks3wVZwVZIK6kYounElFexDainJdFpD8yIzEUrp1h9wq98l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xjf2PSEt63XOmF9YXFrOreRX19Y3Ngtb2w0RpQnjdRb5UdJyHcF9L+R16Umft+KEO4Hr86Y7PFfx5j1PhBeF13IU807gDEKv7zFHEnVTYl1hnppWqVsoWmVLL3MW2BkoIlu1qPCCW/QQgSFFAI4QkrAPB4KeNmxYiInrYExcQsjTcY4J8qRNKYtThkPskL4D2rUzNqS98hRazegUn96ElCb2SRNRXkJYnWbqeKqdFfub91h7qruN6O9mXgGxEnfE/qWbZv5Xp2qR6ONE1+BRTbFmVHUsc0l1V9TNzS9VSXKIiVO4R/GEMNPKaZ9NrRG6dtVbR8ffdKZi1Z5luSne1S1pwPbPcc6CRqVsH5UPryrF6lk26hx2sYcDmucxqrhADXXyDvCIJzwbl4Y0xsbkM9WYyzQ7+LaMhw+sUJGF</latexit>

cs = 0
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5)  Causality and positivity bounds
(Quentin Bonnefoy,Gabriele Casagrande & E.D.,  in progress) 

• The potential acausal behaviour concerns the longitudinal 
component of  the gravitino. 

• Gravitino equivalence theorem: at high-energy, gravitino 
longitudinal component is described by the goldstino, 
with enhanced couplings to matter.   

Natural question: is the acausality found in SUGRA captured
by the low-energy lagrangian of the goldstino coupled to 
matter, in the decoupling limit ?<latexit sha1_base64="QeFbjNVe2P0vYjVyhBtERBYclKU=">AAAC1nicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfqS7dBFvBVUkqqMuiGzdCBfuAtpQkndahaRKSiVKK7sStP+BWP0n8A/0L74wpqEV0QpIz595zZu69TujxWJjma0abm19YXMou51ZW19Y39PxmPQ6SyGU1N/CCqOnYMfO4z2qCC481w4jZI8djDWd4IuONKxbFPPAvxDhknZE98Hmfu7Ygqqvni2fdqtEWgdHmfl+MjWJXL5glUy1jFlgpKCBd1UB/QRs9BHCRYAQGH4KwBxsxPS1YMBES18GEuIgQV3GGG+RIm1AWowyb2CF9B7RrpaxPe+kZK7VLp3j0RqQ0sEuagPIiwvI0Q8UT5SzZ37wnylPebUx/J/UaEStwSexfumnmf3WyFoE+jlQNnGoKFSOrc1OXRHVF3tz4UpUgh5A4iXsUjwi7Sjnts6E0sapd9tZW8TeVKVm5d9PcBO/yljRg6+c4Z0G9XLIOSvvn5ULlOB11FtvYwR7N8xAVnKKKGnlf4xFPeNaa2q12p91/pmqZVLOFb0t7+ABD7pVF</latexit>

MP ! 1
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Yes !   The goldstino lagrangian contains a higher-derivative
operator of the form

<latexit sha1_base64="w7/9qNd3joGU+9pR0cKfezYHDi0=">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</latexit>

1
f2 (1� c2s)(Ḡi�m@nG) @m' @n'

The operator is subject to positivity constraints from dispersion 
relation arguments which enforce 

<latexit sha1_base64="jb+tR1jk5f2WMizA+Pz8YDV28mY=">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</latexit>

cs  1

• This implies that the subluminality condition is
independent of         , easy to check aposteriori

<latexit sha1_base64="faE+W9HNKo8wJi1z0ivqyBF6wQ0=">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</latexit>

MP

• We believe the issue arises due to the « elimination » of the 
auxiliary field by the orthogonal constraint, no simple physical
interpretation.  
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• Obs: SUGRA/inflation subluminality condition valid
throughout the inflationary trajectory, positivity constraints
valid only in the ground state  

SUGRA condition is stronger. 

• Maybe causality condition of goldstino propagation in time-
dependent solutions of the goldstino action is equivalent to 
the SUGRA constraint ? 
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Interesting to contemplate a « gravitino swampland conjecture » 

« In all 4d effective field theories that are low-energy limits of 
quantum gravity, at all points 
in moduli space and for all initial conditions, the sound speed
of the gravitino(s) must be non-vanishing »
(Kolb,Long,McDonough)

<latexit sha1_base64="OjkntCkix7vklVYvCMgJ1c+Io/s=">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</latexit>

cs > 0

« In all 4d effective field theories that are low- energy limits of 
quantum gravity, at all points 
in moduli space and for all initial conditions, all eigenvalues of 
the sound speed matrix for fermions must be non-vanishing and 
subluminal »

<latexit sha1_base64="kO8rWDy6RJubX49VbvLynf6P8D0=">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</latexit>

0 < cis  1

a refined version
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Conclusions

- Gravitino production constraints important for 
phenomenological viability of SUGRA models.

- Very often, inflatino is produced, alleviate gravitino problem. 
- Important to check and impose sound speed

gravitino swampland conjecture 

- Most SUGRA models satisfy it, except peculiar models with
orthogonal constraint (or similar).  

- Subluminality constraints captured by goldstino SUSY 
lagrangians in                      limit and    positivity
constraints, but SUGRA condition is stronger.

- General interest: consistency constraints on nonlinear
SUSY/SUGRA

<latexit sha1_base64="DtobuvD+Jg/hxYjzJqI0V4UqtbY=">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</latexit>

0 < cs  1

<latexit sha1_base64="wbpwCnwhwhBbZrLPZ9XGZvBslXA=">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</latexit>
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